Review: Roadburn Saturday 17th April 2016
by Jose Carlos Santos
I can picture the internet meme right now
– one of my least favourable photos with
the words “TELLS EVERYONE TO
EXPLORE AND EXPERIENCE ALL
STAGES” on the top and “SPENDS
ALL DAY IN THE MAIN STAGE” on
the bottom. Still, my excuses are all
perfectly valid — they’re called
Skepticism, Brothers of the Sonic Cloth,
Tau Cross, Converge, Amenra and
Neurosis.
The day started with Dool, however, and
though the Cul de Sac was packed, yeah,
the Dutch band do the tagline “Sisters of
Mercy meets Sonic Youth” justice,
which is saying a lot. Then it was the
elegance of Skepticism’s crushing
funeral doom. Bearing flowers, Matti
Tilaeus entered the stage with typical
solemnity and soon after the mournful,
organ-rich weight of their songs (focused
a lot on Stormcrowfleet, unsurprisingly
given the fan-picked nature of the setlist)
was crashing down mightily on us all as
a bleak reminder of the ultimate
emptiness of existence.

Bereft of the will to live, I sat in a corner
of the Main Stage, and it took the riffs of
Tad Doyle to awaken me from my
slumber. Mind you, those riffs would
wake anything — if any demons of the
old world had been sealed underneath
the 013, surely they would have risen
from their million-year sleep in a shower
of lava and flames, wondering what the
hell is that racket upstairs. Well, it was
Brothers of the Sonic Cloth, and when a
bit of impromptu throat singing by the
great Tad while a broken string is
repaired is one of the highlights of the
show, all is said about the man’s ability
to hypnotise a crowd. Also, two new
songs, and they slayed. Bring on a new
record!

A bit of running still allowed for a
glimpse of the folk party going on with
the Fairport Convention-isms of Galley
Beggar, but then the Main Stage exerted
its charms again. Tau Cross were
unreal, displaying all the power and
addictiveness of the debut album’s
songs, with extra flair due to

Rob Miller’s uncanny stage presence.
Masked and dressed in robes for the
beginning of the show with “Fire in the
Sky,” he soon let loose during a
performance that only rose in intensity,
underpinned by the relentless drum battery
of Voivod’s Away. “Our day will come,”
Rob announced ominously before the song
started, and it really did shortly after, with
the closing triptych of “Lazarus,” “We
Control the Fear” and “Hangmans Hyll”
rivalling anything that has ever been done
on a Roadburn stage.
Misþyrming’s final action in their
residency, destroying the Green Room
with a faultless rendition of their debut
album (approaching Úlfsmessa-like levels
of intensity), and the orchestral bleakness
of Dead to a Dying World kept me from
Converge’s Blood Moon, but I’ve
experienced it vicariously through all
those who’ve told me how amazing it was.

Amenra survived their emotionally
devastating, mostly-acoustic Afterlife set,
sitting in a circle around an imaginary
campfire singing quiet but evocative
songs, including a cover of Tool’s
“Parabol” worthy of reducing adults to
tears. “We are very nervous,” Colin
announced at one point, but I guess we all

were — nervous with excitement about
the unique event we were witnessing.
A quick visit to Vvovnds as they tore
down the Cul de Sac with vicious,
violent punk outbursts, and then finally
we were back home. Because that’s
what a Neurosis show is, home, with all
the delirious excitement, tranquillity,
torment: reflections of who we are,
crystallised in the raging voices and
arching bodies, seemingly ravaged by
the music itself, of the five musicians.
“Are you lost?” were the first words,
from the sample that launches “Lost,”
Enemy of the Sun’s opener, and yes,
yes we were.
Desperately, profoundly lost in the eye
of the storm that is Neurosis, we were
more lost than we’ve ever been,
because the celebratory nature of these
concerts (another today, do not miss it)
means we get a one in a lifetime chance
to listen to old crusty tunes like the
opening pair from Pain of Mind or “To
What End?” from The Word as Law,
not to mention a spine-tingling cover of
Joy Division’s “Day of the Lords.”
It almost seemed like too much to take,
and when Neurosis launch into
“Through Silver in Blood,” it’s as if the
world is about to erupt in cleansing
flames, and we’re all past the point of
caring. As the last feral, tribal
drumming ceases, we realise it’s not
over yet — “Stones from the Sky” is
the definitive closer, and after that,
there are really no more words left to
do justice to what we’ve just witnessed.
- Jose Carlos Santos

Making Roadburn Sound
What Happens On The Other Side Of The Curtain
A lot has been written, spoken and
circulated about the special vibe of
Roadburn and no one here would dare to
disagree that Roadburn not only fills this
attitude with life each year and can be seen
as a blueprint for a festival dedicated to
communication, scenes and subscenes
meeting, the binding vigor that art is – and
tone.
Let’s face it: for what we come here, tone
is an integral part.
And so it’s about time to shed some
spotlight on the people who make it
happen and more than everything make it
work every year. I’m talking about the
numerous stage managers and hands,
backliners and assisting parties behind the
curtain who most of you would maybe
only remember as these crouched figures
that seem to crawl up on stage every now
and then and readjust the mic on the kick
drum or tighten the mic stand.
While we could agree on the magic of a
circus living from certain things remaining
to be hidden, Roadburn has been different
from the beginning, investing a great deal
in providing gear and backline to those
travelling in from abroad by taking every
request seriously and the ones being very
special as a challenge.

The result can be seen every year at the
loading dock of the 013, which turns
into a museum of special and vintage
gear and for those worshipping tone
and a near-pornographic stimulus with
more than a few artists, who witness it
for the first time, being awed by
something that usually cannot be
expected from a festival and certainly
isn’t.
Two characters behind building this
dreamland
should
be
named
representatively to a number of people
providing this gear and expertise, out
of professional interest, but also and
very much out of personal and fanbehavior.

The two are V’the, of the backline rental company Rock-n-Rollsupport, from
Eindhoven, and Boris Breuer, singer of the German, Nurnberg-bound band Versus
the Stillborn-Minded, with whom we had the pleasure of talking a few words:
“When you get the opportunity to work at a great festival,” Breuer said, “with a
great crew, a huge quantity of backline and with some of my favorite bands then
the answer must be YES.” That’s how Boris describes the reaction when asked to
help and supply some of his vintage gear and his own heroic self for stage-managing
the Het Patronaat stage.
He started in 2010 and has been ever since an important and integral figure of the
Roadburn vibe, that he describes as follows: “You get more vintage backline than
you’ll find in any museum, each band’s request will be fulfilled as exactly as
possible, the crew is very professional (except of myself maybe) and mostly even
the smallest issue gets solved super-fast. As a musician you will hardly find
anything annoying, at least concerning all the equipment available. So yes, the gear
situation is very special and cannot be compared to most other festivals.”
Like many others having their part in the festival setup, most of the backliners are
working on a volunteer basis and get reimbursed only for travel and setup costs.
Both Boris and V’the are providing gear that is worth much more than your regular
amp from the store and some of it is rare enough that money couldn’t buy it. Artists
worship Roadburn also for this approach and whoever has been playing in a band,
happy to have finally found his or her particular sound, will agree how uplifting it
can be arriving at a festival and finding it waiting for them. - Andreas Kohl

The Heads – Het Patronaat Roadburn 2015

Sunday 17th Daily Picks
Guido Segers - Just man up on this Sunday. You can go see Neurosis and Amenra
one more time on this day, which is a blessing. It’s a hard day to drag yourself to
013 and onwards, but worth it. Also, I think you should see Blind Idiot God and
drown in the sound of Buried at Sea.
Jamie Ludwig - The Afterburner is well-known for its chill vibe, but this year the
Main Stage will be going out with a triple dose of unmitigating and unmissable
intensity with a second day of Neurosis bookended by Belgian post-metal icons
Amenra and Chicago doomlords Buried at Sea.
Sander van den Driesche - More Neurosis!! After yesterday’s 30th anniversary
set, we get treated to another round from their decades-spanning career. Amenra
are also playing their second Roadburn set, after their acoustic performance
yesterday. Amenra live is something you just need to experience. There are no
words to describe this, just feelings and emotions.
José Carlos Santos - Mirrors for Psychic Warfare: Sunday is naturally dominated
by Neurosis, but Scott Kelly creating horribly atmospheric, fallout-like
soundscapes to start the day off sounds perfect to get the blood pumping for the
main event. And after the main event, when you're broken in body, mind and spirit
after four days of Roadburn and you think you can't take even one more song,
there's no other place to drag yourself to than the Buried at Sea show, where their
massive, relentless weight will finish the little that's left of you.
Paul Verhagen - Neurosis: I seldom permit myself to leave my schedule for what
it is. Today I will!
Paul Robertson - Blind Idiot God: Another old favourite. I picked up second
album Undertow after hearing it playing in my local record shop back in 1989, and
another one from the 'never gonna get to see' pile. Thanks, however, to a surprise
reactivation and their first album in 23 years, the jaw-dropping Before Ever After, I
finally get to have my face melted off in-person by skronk-shred king Andy
Hawkins and crew!
Alex Mysteerie - Neurosis’ 30th Anniversary has to be a highlight. Also keen to
see Chaos Echoes in action at Cul de Sac. Dig that little venue, the only “cave”
surviving the unstoppable expansion of our favourite festival!

Walter Roadburn - Neurosis: With Neurosis celebrating their 30th anniversary at
Roadburn 2016, I feel that the festival finally has come full circle – there isn’t anyone
more attuned to the atmosphere and energy of Roadburn, and offering them the
opportunity to celebrate their 30 years of existence at the festival, is a heartfelt tribute
to their iconic style and sound that has influenced us all so much. Death Alley: For
those who don’t to want to leave planet Roadburn yet (including myself), don’t fear:
Death Alley will rock until you drop, as they deliver heavy punked-out proto-metal
in spades - indeed, their gnarly shake appeal will prevent us from having to cope with
the harsh reality of Roadburn 2016 over.
Dom Lawson - Green Carnation: Light of Day, Day of Darkness was a prescient,
groundbreaking masterpiece. If you want your Floydian grandeur itch scratched, full
immersion is mandatory.
Andreas Kohl - That’s the easiest one to pick: BLIND IDIOT GOD! The band is
responsible for introducing me to a completely new world of music, sounds and
attitudes 25 years ago when I discovered their self-titled album. They were the band
that opened the door to SST for me. Strange but true: Black Flag, Saint Vitus,
Soundgarden, fIREHOSE, Minutemen, Saccharine Trust… all those bands I built my
musical fandom existence around came later. BIG were the first. Luck, serendipity,
fortune. How could I miss them at Roadburn?
Kim Kelly - The Sunday Afterburner is typically a chilled-out affair designed to ease
us into the post-festival come-down, but this year, the final day of Roadburn 2016
sees Walter & Co. rolling out the big guns. Neurosis, Amenra, Gentlemans Pistols,
Green Carnation, and fucking BURIED AT SEA? We're all doomed.
Ben Handelman - Syndrome: Is there a better way to start the final day of Roadburn
than to witness something entirely new? Syndrome is the ambient project of Mathieu
from heavyweights Amenra. Given Amenra’s skill at cultivating an immense
atmosphere, it is certain that this set will be mesmerizing and worthwhile.
Lee Edwards - Following the onslaught of the previous three days, the aptly named
Afterburner always has a more chilled vibe but there’s still plenty of music to be had.
There is of course a second set from the legends that are Neurosis, the boogie rock n
roll of Gentlemans Pistols or the somber doom of Amenra. But the must see band of
the day, hell maybe even the weekend, is Buried At Sea. When Migration was
released, it left me in awe as it crushed everything in its path, and if the live footage
from last year’s Midnite Communion is anything to go by, it’ll be a fitting way to
draw the curtains on Roadburn 2016 – Same time next year?

Roadburn 2017 Wishlists
Ben Handelman
1. SubRosa
2. Blut Aus Nord
3. Urzeit
4. Yellow Eyes
5. Psychic TV

Andreas Kohl
1. Dälek
2. Treedeon
3. Sumac
4. Mamiffer
5. Godspeed You! Black Emperor

Kim Kelly
1. Cloud Rat
2. King Woman
3. Iskra
4. Yellow Eyes
5. Aksumite

Alex Mysteerie
1. Callisto
2. Monolithe
3. Nothing
4. Sunset In The 12th House
5. Unru

Dom Lawson
1. Beardfish
2. Peter Hammil
3. Knifeworld
4. Moonwagon
5. Oafl

Lee Edwards
1. Årabrot
2. Crippled Black Phoenix
3. Author & Punisher
4. Serpent Venom
5. Spider Kitten

Paul Robertson
1. Vhöl
2. Vektor
3. Cherubs
4. Loincloth
5. Khthoniik Cerviiks

JJ Koczan
1. Ararat
2. Atavismo
3. 35007 reunion
4. The return of YOB
5. Wight

Sander van den Driesche
1. All Them Witches
2. Slabdragger
3. BongCauldron
4. Hotel Wrecking City Traders
5. OHHMS

Jamie Ludwig
1. Årabrot
2. Coven
3. Crippled Black Phoenix
4. Insect Ark
5. Sumac

Roadburn 2017 Wishlists
Paul Verhagen
1. Pan.Thy.Monium plays Dawn of Dreams in its entirely
2. Satan’s Wrath
3. Pentacle
4. Crippled Black Phoenix
5. Motorpsycho
Guido Segers
1. Celtic Frost, one more time please!
2. Sumé
3. Fugazi, I don’t know, somehow I feel it could happen.
4. Winterfylleth
5. Wildernessking
José Carlos Santos
1. William Elliott Whitmore
2. Zuriaake
3. Portal as Artist in Residence
4. Darkthrone as a surprise band, only revealed when the show starts
5. One-off Khanate reunion, playing “No Joy” over and over for three hours
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Thank You & Good Night!
Here’s To Roadburn 2017
20th – 23rd April

